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WORLD PREMIERE OF AWARD-WINNING
MENTAL HEALTH FILM “WITHDRAWALS”

This premiere and post-screening panel aims to destigmatize mental health through humor
and raise proceeds for mental health organization Comedy Gives Back.

VIRTUAL Event - Tuesday 15 June 2021-- “Withdrawals,” an award-winning comedy short film fresh off
the festival circuit is premiering publicly on June 15 at 4pm PST/7pm EST, followed by a post-screening
conversation on Zoom titled “Hanging on by a Thread: Coping Through Comedy” with panelists Dr.
Courtney Tracy (@the.truth.doctor), Randall Otis (The Daily Show), Jared Goldstein (CBS’s The Unicorn)
and more to be announced.

Tickets are donation-based, with proceeds going to Comedy Gives Back, an organization that provides
medical, mental health and crisis support to comedians. They are for sale through Eventbrite at
bit.ly/withdrawalspremiere.

Withdrawals is a semi-autobiographical dark comedy about four friends who decide to quit their
antidepressants cold-turkey together, after feeling nothing when their childhood pop icon dies. Their
varying side-effects mirror the real withdrawals of quitting antidepressants, which are still mainly
anecdotal and dangerously under-researched. In a (sorta) post-pandemic world, mental health problems
have skyrocketed, with the number of adults reporting depression and anxiety disorders growing from
11% in 2019 to over 40% in 2021 (Source: KFF.org).

Withdrawals has been an Official Selection at Hollywood Comedy Shorts Film Festival, LA Femme
International Film Festival, The Art of Brooklyn Film Festival and more. It has won awards at the Austin
Comedy Film Festival, Believe Psychology Festival, Festigious International Film Festival, Indie X Awards
and the Independent Shorts Awards.

Created by comedians and mental health advocates Jorja Hudson (writer/director) and Kelly Stier
(executive producer), the film aims to use humor to open a dialogue about the somehow-still-stigmatized
topic of mental health. The film is elevated by a cast of up-and-coming New York City comedians,
previously seen on Comedy Central, Adult Swim, Refinery29, Netflix and more.

“When "Bridesmaids" came to the screen in 2011 I was floored by this comedy that featured an all women
ensemble. I had not seen a female comedy like that before in that way, and I wanted to see more of it.
When I watched "Withdrawals" for the first time, I felt the same way. But what makes it different is it
touches on a side of mental health that is not represented enough onscreen. I'm grateful for this short, it
makes me laugh and brings awareness to mental health in a real way. This film is so important for
representation, but also for the comedy film genre”. -- Rebecca Martin, Cinema Femme magazine

CONTACT INFO:

Jorja Hudson hudson.jorja@gmail.com
Kelly Stier kellymstier@gmail.com
____________________________________________________________________________________

http://bit.ly/withdrawalspremiere
https://www.kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/issue-brief/the-implications-of-covid-19-for-mental-health-and-substance-use/
https://www.instagram.com/jorjasmic/
https://www.instagram.com/kelly_stier/
mailto:hudson.jorja@gmail.com
mailto:kelly.stier@gmail.com


ABOUT THE CREATORS

Jorja Hudson - Writer/Director
Jorja is a comedy writer and mental health influencer with a reach of over 6
million views and 120,000 followers across TikTok and Instagram, where she
makes comedic videos about mental health. Her series ‘Myrtle & Willoughby’
was the winner of Just For Laughs 2018 Pitch Competition, and an Official
Selection at over a dozen other comedy festivals.

Kelly Stier - Executive Producer
Kelly is a creative producer and writer working on her two

greatest passions, comedy and mental health. Most recently she worked at The
Public Theater in New York City in production helping to bring diverse, inclusive and

up-and-coming playwrights to the stage. She has produced several independent
shorts, and worked for major networks like NBCUniversal, CBS, and The History

Channel.

ABOUT THE CAST

Jenny Gorelick (Bianca) is a comedian, host, actress, and Emmy-nominated
producer called "crushworthy" by Time Out New York. She creates some of New
York’s hottest comedy and variety events. She has appeared in sketches for Late
Night With Seth Meyers, the JCC, and in a surprise sweet sixteen on the subway
with Improv Everywhere that received 44 million views. On TV, you can catch her
as a rowdy teen on New York City staple Blue Bloods. For more, visit:
www.jennygorelick.com

Fareeha Khan (Peggy) is a comedian, writer, actor, and artist based in New York City.
As a stand up, she’s toured with Man Repeller, opened for Ilana Glazer, played
festivals around the country, and is a regular in the New York comedy scene. As an
actor, she’s appeared in sketches on Jimmy Kimmel Live!, Comedy Central, and Adult
Swim. Her short film Break Up, Baby, was just released on NoBudge. For more, visit:
www.fareeha-khan.com

Andrea Simons (Quinn) is a comedian, performer, and writer based in
Brooklyn. She is currently studying Meisner at Maggie Flanigan Studio. You
can see Andrea on Refinery29's RIOT comedy channel, Comcast Watchables,
and other digital platforms. Andrea also writes video scripts for various
companies including New Beauty, Elite Daily, Refinery29, and more.  You can
see her work at stepdaughtercomedy.com

https://www.tiktok.com/@tiktoksanxiouscutie?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/jorjasmic/
http://myrtleandwilloughby.com/


Charlotte Gilbert (Rosa) is a writer, comedian and actress living in New York City.
She previously worked on Last Week Tonight with John Oliver, and prior to that
wrote and produced on MTV2s comedy game show, Joking Off. She is currently
working on the second season of Jax Media's Bonding for Netflix.

____________________________________________________________________________________

ABOUT COMEDY GIVES BACK

Founded by industry vets Zoe Friedman, Amber J.
Lawson and Jodi Lieberman, Comedy Gives Back
supports stand-up comedians in times of need.
Whether its financial relief grants or help accessing
mental health and substance abuse resources,
Comedy Gives Back will be there to help.

____________________________________________________________________________________

LINKS

Withdrawals Website
Trailer // Behind-the-Scenes Sizzle
Instagram
IMDb

###

http://www.jorjahudsonportfolio.com/withdrawals.html
https://vimeo.com/409974417
https://vimeo.com/454475357
https://www.instagram.com/withdrawalsfilm/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt11384008/

